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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Currently, abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs), which are a permanent
dilation of the aorta, are treated surgically when the maximum transverse diameter
surpasses 5.5cm. AAA rupture occurs when the locally acting wall stress exceeds the
locally acting wall strength. There is a need to review the current diameter-based
criterion, and so it may be clinically useful to develop an additional tool to aid the
surgical decision-making process. A Finite Element Analysis Rupture Index (FEARI)
was developed.
Methods: Ten patient-specific AAAs were reconstructed, and the corresponding wall
stress computed. Previous experimental work on determination of ultimate tensile
strengths (UTS) from AAA tissue samples was implemented in this study.

By

combining peak wall stress along with average regional UTS, a new approach to the
estimation of patient-specific rupture risk has been developed.
Results: Ten cases were studied, all of which had previously undergone surgical AAA
repair.

A detailed examination of these ten cases utilising the FEARI analysis

suggested that there was a possibility that some of the AAAs may have been less
prone to rupture than previously considered.
Conclusions: It is proposed that FEARI, used alongside other rupture risk factors,
may improve the current surgical decision-making process. The use of FEARI as an
additional tool for rupture prediction may provide a useful adjunct to the diameterbased approach in surgical decision-making.
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INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is a leading cause of death in the Western world. Aneurysms,
which are dilations or widening of blood vessels, form a significant portion of these
deaths. The healthy infrarenal abdominal aorta diameter ranges from 15mm to 24mm
for most elderly men,1 with abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) defined as an aorta
with an infrarenal diameter 1.5 times that of the normal aortic diameter.2 The actual
mechanisms resulting in AAA formation are still not clearly understood.

It is

believed that these aneurysms form due to alterations of the connective tissue in the
aortic wall. This degradation of the aortic wall can be attributed to risk factors such
as tobacco smoking, sex, age, hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
hyperlipidaemia, and family history of the disorder.1 Increased screening of subjects
and improved imaging technologies, have given rise to increased detection of AAAs.
Approximately 150,000 new cases are diagnosed each year in the USA,3-5 resulting in
15,000 deaths per year due to AAA rupture.6

Currently, the rupture risk of AAAs is regarded as a continuous function of aneurysm
size. Traditionally, surgeons operate once the AAA exceeds a transverse diameter of
50mm,7-10 but previous work has shown that AAAs smaller than 50mm can also
rupture.11,12 It is believed by many researchers that there is a need to review the
determination of the timing of surgical intervention based solely on aneurysm
diameter, and consider the inclusion of other relevant risk factors.

It is known that AAA rupture occurs when the locally acting wall stress exceeds the
locally acting wall strength. Therefore, the AAA tissue strength must play an equal
role to AAA wall stress in determining failure. A region of AAA wall that is under
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elevated wall stress may also have high wall strength, thus equalising its rupture
potential. Many researchers have proposed alternative methods of determining AAA
rupture potential. These additional risk factors could, for example, include: AAA
wall stress;9,10 AAA expansion rate;6,13,14 degree of asymmetry;15,16,17 presence of
intraluminal thrombus (ILT)18 which is a fibrin structure incorporated with blood
cells, platelets, blood proteins, and cellular debris, and are found in most AAAs; a
rupture potential index (RPI);19,20 biomechanical factors and computer analysis;6
growth of thrombus;21 geometrical parameters;22 and also a method of determining
AAA growth and rupture based on a mathematical model.23

The purpose of this study is to examine the use of a new additional tool to assist in the
assessment of AAA rupture risk. This new approach focuses on a combination of the
finite element method (FEM) coupled with published ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
data from AAA tissue reported by previous researchers.13,24,25

The FEM is a

numerical technique widely used in engineering that divides complex 3D structures
into small areas called elements, for which the stress distribution can be more easily
studied. This new approach which we have described as the Finite Element Analysis
Rupture Index (FEARI), may be clinically useful in aiding surgeons as to the most
appropriate time to surgically intervene, and may serve as a useful adjunct to
maximum diameter.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Subjects and Reconstructions
Computed tomography (CT) scan data was obtained for 10 patients (male, n=6;
female, n=4). These patient scans were obtained from the Midwestern Regional
Hospital, Limerick, Ireland, and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Centre,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA. All ten patients were awaiting AAA repair at the time of CT
scan, as AAA diameters had reached or exceeded the current 5.0cm threshold for
repair. 3D reconstructions were performed using the commercial software Mimics
v10.0 (Materialise, Belgium).

This reconstruction technique was validated with

previous work performed by our group.26,27 The iliac arteries were omitted from the
reconstruction as they have been shown not to significantly alter the resulting wall
stress distributions.10 Patient-specific wall thickness was obtained using the equation
proposed by Li and Kleinstreuer28 shown in Eqn. 1, where t is wall thickness and
Dia max is the maximum diameter. The ILT was also included in the reconstructions as
this structure has been shown to reduce wall stress.18 The models developed by this
method formed the basis for the FEM stress analysis. The pre-operative details of the
ten cases examined can be seen in Table 1.

 Diamax 
t  3.9 

 2 

5

0.2892

Eqn.1

Table 1: Pre-operative patient details for each study subject. Note that Ø is diameter.
Patient

Sex

Max Ø
(cm)

Wall Thickness
(mm)

AAA Length
(cm)

AAA Volume
(cm3)

ILT Volume
(cm3)

1

Male

5.1

1.53

13.2

176.7

54.1

2

Male

5.75

1.48

11.2

192.4

122.8

3

Male

5.85

1.47

11.6

194.9

96.8

4

Female

5

1.54

9.3

136.9

38.4

5

Male

5.9

1.47

12.8

220.9

116.8

6
7

Male

7.4

1.37

14.3

311.6

147.6

Female

5.3

1.51

10.5

137.9

82.5

8

Female

6.2

1.48

9.7

61.6

29.1

9

Female

6.5

1.43

10.5

217.3

150.2

10

Male

9

1.29

11.7

445.5

124.5

Wall Stress Analysis
The ten 3D reconstructions were imported into the commercial finite element solver
ABAQUS v6.7 (Dassault Systemes, SIMULIA, R.I., USA) for stress analysis. In
order to simulate in vivo wall stress in the AAA wall, realistic boundary conditions
were applied to each model. The AAA wall was modelled as a homogenous isotropic
hyperelastic material using the finite strain constitutive model proposed by Raghavan
and Vorp.8 These material properties have been utilised in many previous stress
analysis studies.9,10,17,18,29,30-35 The aorta is also known to be nearly incompressible
with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49. The ILT was modelled as a hyperelastic material using
the material characterisation derived from 50 ILT specimens from 14 patients
performed by Wang et al.36 Each AAA was constrained in the proximal and distal
regions to simulate tethering to the aorta at the renal and iliac bifurcations. The blood
pressure within the AAA acts on the luminal contour of the ILT and therefore,
pressure was applied to the inner surface of the computational AAA model. A static
peak systolic pressure of 120mmHg (16KPa) was used, as employed in most AAA
stress analyses.15,22,33,37,38 It is known that patient-specific blood pressures may be
higher than 120mmHg, but for the purpose of this study a standard value was more
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appropriate so as to eliminate some of the unknown variables in the analysis. The
shear stress induced by blood flow was neglected in this study, although the effects of
blood flow have been shown to reduce wall stress in idealised AAA models.16
Residual stresses that may exist within the aortic wall in vivo and tethering forces on
the posterior surface caused by the lumbar arteries were also neglected.

Once adequate boundary conditions were applied to each model, a mesh was
generated on each AAA. Mesh independence was performed for all AAA models in
order to determine the optimum number of elements, and therefore, the optimum
mesh. Mesh independence was performed by increasing the number of elements in
the mesh until the difference in peak stress was less than 2% of the previous
mesh.17,18,34,38

This method of determining wall stress distributions has been

previously shown to be the most effective in computing accurate results compared
with other approaches.34

FEARI
The Finite Element Analysis Rupture Index (FEARI) is defined by Eqn. 2. In this
equation, the peak wall stress is computed using the FEM, whereas, the wall strength
values are obtained from previous research on experimental testing of AAA wall
specimens.13,24,25

FEARI =

FEA Wall Stress
Experimental Wall Strength

Eqn. 2

This equation is based on the simple engineering definition of material failure, that is,
failure will occur when the stress acting on the material exceeds the strength of the
material. This index then returns a value ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates a
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very low rupture potential, and a value close to 1 indicates a very high rupture
potential.

In order to determine strength values for the AAA wall, the previous research of both
Raghavan et al.24,25 and Thubrikar et al.13 were analysed. These publications are the
most detailed reports of experimental uniaxial testing of AAA tissue. Raghavan et
al.24 tensile tested 52 specimens of AAA tissue and found that the average UTS of this
aneurysmal tissue was 0.942 MPa. Thubrikar et al.13 later segmented AAAs into
posterior, anterior and lateral regions and tensile tested 49 tissue specimens. Average
regional UTS values were shown to be 0.46 MPa, 0.45 MPa and 0.62 MPa,
respectively. Raghavan et al.25 subsequently furthered their work, and also divided
each AAA into regional sections and tested 48 samples. They showed that the UTS of
AAA tissue can range from 0.336 – 2.35 MPa. They also reported that the regional
variations in UTS for the anterior, posterior, left and right regions, were 1.099 MPa,
1.272 MPa, 1.217 MPa and 1.224 MPa, respectively.

By combining all the previously published experimental data,13,24,25 average regional
UTS values for the four main regions of the AAA could be obtained. By subdividing
the AAA into a further four sections, eight in total, more regionally accurate strength
estimates were obtained, thus allowing FEARI values to be calculated. The method
of dividing each AAA into regions is shown in Fig. (1), with the resulting UTS values
for the varying regions shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Regional UTS values obtained by combining and averaging previous
experimental data13,24,25
AAA Region

UTS (MPa)

Anterior

0.7744

Posterior
Left
Right
Anterior/Left
Anterior/Right
Posterior/Left
Posterior/Right

0.8658
0.9221
0.9187
0.8482
0.8465
0.8939
0.8922

Once the combined UTS values of AAA tissue were calculated, these values could be
coupled with the computed wall stress results from the FEM. By recording the
location of peak stress in each AAA model, the region can also be assigned a regional
UTS value. FEARI was then computed for each of the ten cases. Statistical analysis
was performed on all results using a Pearson’s correlation, with P<0.05 accepted as
significant.

Figure 1: Illustration showing a representative AAA stress distribution for Patient 9
(ellipse passes through region of peak stress, indicated by black circle) and how each
AAA model was segmented in order to determine the corresponding UTS value for
the particular region of peak stress. In this case, peak stress occurs on the anterior
wall of the AAA. AAA model shown in the anterior view.
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RESULTS
Wall Stress Results
The finite element analyses using ABAQUS v6.7 produced detailed stress
distributions on each of the models under the pressure loading.19 The von Mises
stress is a stress index especially suited for failure analysis, as stress is a tensor
quantity with nine components, with the von Mises stress being a combination of
these components. By observing the stress distributions, it was noted that the regions
of elevated and peak wall stresses occurred at inflection points on the AAA surface,
and not at regions of maximum diameter. This observation was also observed by
previous researchers in idealised models, both experimentally39 and numerically,15,40
and also in realistic models.17,34 Inflection points are defined as points on the AAA
surface at which the local AAA wall shape changes from concave outward to concave
inward.15 The peak wall stresses found in this study ranged from 0.3167 – 1.282
MPa, with a mean ± standard deviation of 0.6201 ± 0.2836 MPa. The results of the
computational stress analysis, along with the maximum diameter and UTS for each
case can be seen in Table 3. There was no statistical significance between peak wall
stress and any geometrical parameters analysed here.

There was however a

significant relationship between both FEARI and maximum diameter (P=0.043), and
FEARI and AAA volume (P=0.036).
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Table 3: Maximum diameter, FEA computed peak wall stress, location of peak wall
stress, and UTS of peak stress region in all ten cases examined. Wall thickness was
incorporated in peak wall stress calculations.
Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Max Diameter (cm)
5.1
5.75
5.85
5.0
5.9
7.4
5.3
6.2
6.5
9.0

Peak Wall Stress (MPa)
0.4291
0.3167
0.4346
0.6641
0.5866
0.707
0.4
1.282
0.5263
0.855

Location
Anterior
Left
Anterior/Right
Anterior/Right
Anterior/Right
Right
Anterior/Right
Anterior
Anterior
Posterior

UTS (MPa)
0.7744
0.9221
0.8465
0.8465
0.8465
0.9187
0.8465
0.7744
0.7744
0.8658

FEARI Results
Once all peak wall stresses, locations of peak wall stress, and corresponding regional
UTS values were obtained and grouped, FEARI results using Eqn. 2 could be
calculated.

Table 4 and Fig. (2) show the resulting FEARI values with the

corresponding maximum diameters of each patient. In this figure, an indication of the
possible rupture risk using the FEARI analysis of each patient is shown. An example
calculation of this index for Patient 9 can be seen below.

FEARI =

FEA Wall Stress
Experimental Wall Strength

Eqn. 2

Where, peak FEA wall stress is 0.5263 MPa, and this peak stress occurred in the
anterior region of the AAA. Therefore, the UTS of the peak stress region is 0.7744
MPa using Table 2. Eqn. 2 now becomes Eqn. 3.

FEARI =

0.5263
 0.6796
0.7744

Eqn. 3

The resulting FEARI for Patient 9 is 0.6796, representing a possible 68% chance of
rupture.
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Table 4: Resulting FEARI values compared to the corresponding maximum diameters
for each AAA studied.
Patient

Maximum Diameter (cm)

FEARI

1

5.1

0.5541

2

5.75

0.3435

3

5.85

0.5133

4

5.0

0.7845

5

5.9

0.6929

6

7.4

0.7696

7

5.3

0.4725

8

6.2

1.6554

9

6.5

0.6796

10

9.0

0.9876

Figure 2: Graph displaying FEARI results for all ten cases. Horizontal line indicates
possible AAA rupture based on the FEARI model. Diameters of each case are
presented also, indicating how diameter is not related to FEARI.
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DISCUSSION
Considering the high level of mortality associated with AAA rupture, improved
surgical decision tools may lead to better clinical outcomes. At present, the timing of
intervention is determined on the basis of maximum diameter alone. However, it was
reported that AAAs with diameters <5.0cm may be safe from rupture, and should be
rigorously monitored.1 The results presented here suggest that the inclusion of the
FEARI monitoring approach to AAA management may be useful in the assessment of
all size AAAs, rather than repairing the aneurysm based on maximum diameter alone.

It is known that AAA rupture occurs when the locally acting wall stress exceeds the
locally acting wall strength, and thus the inclusion of wall strength as a rupture
parameter may also be useful.

The FEARI approach presented here utilises

previously published experimental data from tissue specimens13,24,25 which were
applied to establish FEARI results.

The wall stress was computed using the

commercial FEA solver, ABAQUS v6.7, from which, peak wall stress values and the
location of peak stress could be recorded for each case. Convergence studies were
also performed on each model to establish confidence in the finite element mesh size
and accuracy of the results.17,18,34,38

Patient-specific wall thickness values were

applied to each case using the equation proposed by Li and Kleinstreuer28 to provide
more patient-specific results. Peak stresses varied throughout the ten cases, and were
independent of the maximum diameter of the AAA.

There was no statistical

significance between peak wall stress and any of the measured parameters (maximum
diameter, P=0.227; sex, P=0.404; AAA volume, P=0.936; AAA length, P=0.501;
ILT volume, P=0.247; wall thickness, P=0.375; location of peak stress, P=0.54).
FEARI results were also statistically compared with the same parameters. Of these
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comparisons, FEARI was statistically significant with maximum diameter (P=0.043)
and AAA volume (P=0.036), whereas, there was no significance with other
parameters (sex, P=0.961; AAA length, P=0.804; ILT volume, P=0.881; wall
thickness, P=0.056; location of peak stress, P=0.755). Significance was obtained
when P<0.05. These results alone suggest that other rupture indicating parameters
should be included in the surgical decision-making process. From the ten cases
examined, all AAAs experienced peak wall stress at areas where the ILT was
regionally thinner, therefore supporting the hypothesis that ILT reduces wall stress by
acting like a “mechanical cushion”18,19,38 for the AAA wall. Another interesting
observation relates to Patient 8. In this case, the AAA geometry had a rapid change in
diameter from 33.4mm to 61.4mm over 12.5mm. This sudden change in geometry
resulted in a large peak stress of 1.282 MPa, which is approximately 60% higher than
the similarly sized-diameter AAA of Patient 9.

A FEARI value was determined for each case from Eqn. 2. A FEARI value close to
or above 1, suggests that the AAA may be a high rupture-risk AAA, and should be
repaired immediately. FEARI values closer to 0, on the other hand, would indicate
that the risk of rupture is low, and should be monitored closely through regular
ultrasound or CT scanning. All ten cases examined had reached or exceeded the
current 5.0cm threshold for surgical repair. At the time of this study, all cases had
undergone either traditional open repair or endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR).
The peak stresses show that smaller AAAs can have higher peak wall stresses than
larger AAAs (see Table 3). Wall stress is closely related to geometrical parameters,
with highly stressed areas occurring at regions of inflection on the surface on the
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AAA. Tortuous and irregularly shaped, or asymmetric, AAAs can experience many
regions of inflection, and thus, many regions acting as stress raisers on the surface.

Although FEARI results presented here are preliminary, in that they currently use
experimental data from other researchers,13,24,25 the approach may be clinically useful.
In order to gauge the effect of the UTS on the resulting FEARI, the “worst case
scenario” in terms of UTS was examined. Raghavan et al.25 reported that the UTS of
AAA tissue can range from 0.336 – 2.35 MPa, and therefore, this minimum strength
of 0.336 MPa was applied to our FEARI equation. The results can be seen in Fig.
(3).This resulted in much higher rupture potentials for all ten cases, and suggested that
all patients were suitable for immediate repair. Although this minimum UTS value
was recorded, only 8 of the 48 specimens tested by Raghavan et al.25 resulted in UTS
values below 0.5 MPa, with 0.336 MPa being the absolute minimum displayed by any
specimen. Therefore, to assume that all AAAs, in all regions experience this low
failure stress would appear to be overly conservative.

It is proposed that FEARI could serve as a useful adjunct to diameter-based surgical
decision making. Diameter, and ultimately size, of the AAA is an obvious concern
for the clinician, and must remain a consideration. The overall geometry of the
aneurysm should also play a role. Asymmetry has been shown to affect wall stress in
idealised AAA models, both numerically15,16,40 and experimentally39, and may also
affect realistic cases.17 Other researchers have proposed the Rupture Potential Index
(RPI)20 which uses a statistical modelling technique with the inclusion of factors such
as age, gender, family history, smoking status, among others, to deduce patientspecific wall strength.41

This RPI approach uses a more theoretical method of
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calculating wall strength, compared to the experimental approach of FEARI, and
combining the two approaches may lead to improved predictions. Ultimately, the
decision to surgically intervene may include a combination of factors including
diameter, asymmetry, RPI and FEARI, along with clinical experience, and may
determine the most suitable approach to a particular AAA.

The use of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) software, as opposed to the current static
solid-mechanics approach may reduce peak stresses.16 The effect of varying blood
pressure may also alter results. Blood pressure can change over time, often as a result
of stress or exercise. Increasing or decreasing the applied pressure to the stress
analyses would increase or decrease the FEARI results respectively. Monitoring a
patients’ blood pressure over the course of a day may allow a more accurate loading
condition to be developed, and thus provide more accurate patient-specific FEARI
results. It is known that the realistic AAA has a non-uniform wall thickness25 and
also non-uniform material properties due to regions of calcifications15 which can lead
to alterations in stress distributions.33

The refinement of the technique used to

compute wall stress may therefore produce more realistic FEARI results even when
considering the “worst case scenario” regarding tissue strength. Along with these
limitations in computing the peak wall stress, further experimental testing of AAA
tissue is necessary. Both Raghavan et al.24,25 and Thubrikar et al.13 recorded varying
UTS values for the differing regions of the AAA, and therefore, a more widespread
study on the UTS of AAA tissue is required. Collation of data from other centres
worldwide, would lead to a much larger database of tissue strength, which could then
be averaged over the population. Biaxial tensile testing of tissue is also necessary. It
has been reported that AAA tissue is anisotropic, and that 3D multi-axial mechanical
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evaluation would allow for more appropriate modelling of aneurysmal tissue.42 There
have been recent reports on the use of anisotropic material data in wall stress analyses
which may also yield better results.43 By actually measuring AAA tissue harvested
from unruptured AAAs during surgery, tensile strength data can be gathered. By
expanding the database to many institutions, larger populations can be covered, thus
increasing the effectiveness of the AAA strength database. This may lead to a more
accurate FEARI measure in order to improve the assessment of patients with AAAs.

Figure 3: FEARI results for the “worst case scenario” of extremely low failure
strengths of the AAA tissue. Horizontal line indicates possible AAA rupture using the
FEARI model.
CONCLUSIONS
FEARI may be clinically useful due to the simplicity of the approach. Rupture occurs
when the AAA tissue cannot withstand the locally acting wall stress exerted, and
therefore, tissue strength must be considered when assessing AAA rupture potential.
Peak wall stresses were computed, along with the location, and therefore UTS, of
peak wall stress region. FEARI results indicate that surgery may not be necessary for
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all cases, but rather continued monitoring may suit particular patients. It is proposed
to couple FEARI together with diameter and other important factors in AAA
assessment to allow the clinician a greater understanding of the severity of an
individual AAA before deciding on surgical intervention. This preliminary study of a
FEARI suggests that further work into this approach may yield more accurate results,
and may provide a useful adjunct to the diameter-based approach in surgical decisionmaking.
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